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SUMMARY OF FACULTY SENATE MEETING

3/09/09

CALL TO ORDER

Chair Wurtz called the meeting to order at 3:15 P.M.

APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES

Motion to approve the minutes of the 02/23/09 meeting by Senator
Van Wormer; second by Senator East. Motion passed.

CALL FOR PRESS IDENTIFICATION

Emily Christensen, Courier, was present.

COMMENTS FROM INTERIM PROVOST LUBKER

Interim Provost Lubker had no comments at this time.

COMMENTS FROM FACULTY CHAIR, JESSE SWAN

Faculty Chair Swan had no comments.

COMMENTS FROM CHAIR, SUSAN WURTZ

Chair Wurtz noted that she attended a meeting this morning where
President Allen updated people as to what's going on and did
note that one issue that is likely to be addressed at the Board
of Regents (BOR) meeting in March is discussion of early
retirement packages for all employees as a means of dealing with
budget woes but that no decisions have been made.
Interim Provost Lubker added that the plan that is currently
being considered is that by a certain date you can sign up for
early retirement and after that window it will be closed.
The
Iowa State model is if you sign up before that date, he believes
that you agree to retire on January 1, 2010 and you receive
health benefits paid for five years.
You have to have been
employed by the university for ten years and at least 60 years
of age.
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Chair Wurtz continued, stating that the other issue that is
being talked about concerns phone calls that come to the
Provost's Office on things that faculty do not know how to
handle, such as the processes and procedures for such things as
emergency response, students in distress, plagiarism and
academic dishonesty, and so on.

CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING

981

2007 - 2008 Annual Report of the Military Science Liaison and
Advisory Committee

Motion to docket in regular order by Senator Funderburk; second
by Senator O'Kane. Motion passed.

CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS

885

Resolution Regarding Funding of Auxiliary Enterprise
Operations at UNI

Motion to move Docketed Item 885 from the table by Senator
Smith; second by Van Wormer. Motion passed.
A lengthy discussion followed with input from senators, Tom
Schellhardt, UNI Vice President for Administration & Financial
Services and Dr. Terry Hogan, Vice President for Student
Affairs.
Senator Soneson amended his motion, with the cap of 3% of the
General Education Fund applying to all auxiliary programs with
particular focus on intercollegiate athletic program.
Senator
Funderburk, who made the original second, accepted that as a
friendly amendment.
Chair Wurtz, read the amended motion for the Senate: "Therefore,
University Faculty Senate resolves that the allocation of
General Education Funds to Auxiliary Enterprise operations at
UNI be limited to no more than three percent of the General
Education Fund, with particular focus on reducing the deficit
due to intercollegiate athletics, and that the savings generated
by cutting Auxiliary Enterprise spending be used to maintain the
academic integrity of the university." Discussion followed.
It was noted that Troy Dannen, UNI's Athletic Director, is
scheduled to address the Senate at their March 23 meeting and
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discussion on tabling this resolution until after he talks with
the Senate followed.
Chair Wurtz added in support of the idea of tabling this
resolution, that this is not something that's imminent and
that's going to make a difference right now.
We do have time to
act with reason and that there is a difference in the tone of
discussion from the Senate's last session to this session, which
indicates the Senate is realizing the complexity and the longterm ratifications of this resolution.
Senator Smith moved to table Docketed Item #885 Resolution
Regarding Funding of Auxiliary Enterprise Operations at UNI;
second by Senator O'Kane. Motion passed.

OTHER DISCUSSION

Interim Provost Lubker stated that he is asking the Senate's
advice and counsel on a matter. UNI got its budget reduction
around noon Thursday, March 5, which is $3,800,000 for Academic
Affairs.
He has spent a lot of time working on that and with
the people that that reduction would impact.
It is workable and
something we can deal with this.
Interim Provost Lubker's first proposal, which was suggested by
Chris Edginton, Director, HPELS, is to change the Wellness
lecture from 2 credit hours to 3 credit hours, and eliminate the
activity sections, would save a good deal of money.
The
activity sections would be turned into electives so students
could take these if they wanted.
The second proposal, Interim Provost Lubker noted, is one that
we've had in place before and which worked, and would save us
about 20-30 sections of a particular course every year.
This
was suggested by the English Department Head, Jeff Copeland, and
is to waive the writing requirement for incoming students with a
score of 25 or above on the writing component of the ACT.
He
asked Associate Provost Kopper to make both of those proposals
to the Liberal Arts Core Committee (LACC) and prior to today's
Senate meeting he learned that they had both been rejected
totally.
The writing requirement would save us around $150,000
a year.
A lengthy discussion followed on both proposals, with input from
the Faculty Senators and members of the LACC noting that they
felt they did not have sufficient time to make such decisions.
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ADJOURNMENT

DRAFT FOR SENATOR'S REVIEW

MINUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE MEETING
3/09/09
1662
PRESENT:
Megan Balong, Maria Basom, Phil East, Jeffrey
Funderburk, Bev Kopper, Julie Lowell, James Lubker, David
Marchesani, Pierre-Damien Mvuyekure, Steve O'Kane, Donna
Schumacher-Douglas, Jerry Smith, Jerry Soneson, Jesse Swan,
Katherine Van Wormer, Carol Weisenberger, Susan Wurtz
Absent:
Mary Guenther, Doug Hotek, Chris Neuhaus, Phil Patton,
Michele Yehieli

CALL TO ORDER

Chair Wurtz called the meeting to order at 3:15 P.M.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Motion to approve the minutes of the 02/23/09 meeting by Senator
Van Wormer; second by Senator East. Motion passed.

CALL FOR PRESS IDENTIFICATION

Emily Christensen, Courier, was present.

COMMENTS FROM INTERIM PROVOST LUBKER

Interim Provost Lubker had no comments at this time.

COMMENTS FROM FACULTY CHAIR, JESSE SWAN

Faculty Chair Swan had no comments.
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COMMENTS FROM CHAIR, SUSAN WURTZ

Chair Wurtz noted that she attended a meeting this morning where
President Allen updated people as to what's going on on campus.
While there wasn't much information to share, he did pass on
what he knows.
One issue that he did say is likely to be
addressed at the Board of Regents (BOR) in March is discussion
of early retirement packages for all employees as a means of
dealing with budget woes but no decisions have been made.
Senator Smith asked if it's an issue of encouraging early
retirement to get high paid faculty out so adjuncts can be hired
or an issue of saying that they don't want to do early
retirement any longer because it's costing money.
Chair Wurtz responded that it's not an issue yet but will be
explored as a cost saving measure. Which is why she's bringing
it up now, so the Senate is aware and can keep track.
Faculty Chair Swan noted that it is more of a concern to Iowa
State and that is why it's at the BOR level. UNI is just
thinking about their position right now.
Senator Smith continued that this is true of many companies,
that they encourage people to retire early as a way of saving
money.
So what's being said is that this is a possibility,
something they would consider here.
Interim Provost Lubker added that the plan that is being
considered is that by a certain date, originally Iowa State was
recommending June 30, but a fairly tight window, you can or
cannot sign up for early retirement. After that window it will
be closed.
The Iowa State model is if you sign up before that
date, he believes that you agree to retire on January 1, 2010.
What you get for early retirement is health benefits paid for
five years.
You have to have been employed by the university
for ten years and are at least 60 years of age.
Chair Wurtz continued, stating that the other issue that is
being talked about, and no decisions have been made, concerns
the phone calls that come to the Provost's Office on things that
faculty do not know how to handle. Discussion followed on what
can be done so that faculty know the processes and procedures
for things such as emergency response, students in distress,
plagiarism and academic dishonesty, and things such as that.
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Associate Provost Kopper added that this began spring 2008 with
the incident where the UNI Alert System was activated.
There
were a lot of questions from faculty as a result of this.
She
noted that there is a Critical Incident Team here and they began
talking about fielding those questions as well as other
questions from faculty related to those topics Chair Wurtz
mentioned.
They met with Chair Wurtz, Faculty Chair Swan and
United Faculty Chair Hans Isakson recently to share information
and ideas as to how to get information out to faculty that would
be helpful.

CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING

981

2007-2008 Annual Report of the Military Science Liaison and
Advisory Committee

Motion to docket in regular order by Senator Funderburk; second
by Senator O'Kane. Motion passed.

CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS

885

Resolution Regarding Funding of Auxiliary Enterprise
Operations at UNI

Motion to move Docketed Item 885 from the table by Senator
Smith; second by Van Wormer. Motion passed.
Chair Wurtz asked that those with comments limit their comments
to one point, one question/response to move the discussion
along.
Senator O'Kane asked if there is any way that this discussion
can proceed in a way that can separate the various components of
the Auxiliary Enterprises?
Senator Smith responded that Hans Isakson, faculty member who
introduced the resolution, wanted to avoid micro-managing by
setting a cap for the whole thing rather than focusing on
particular components. He discussed with Dr. Isakson the issue
that some of the Auxiliary Enterprises seem a lot more pertinent
to the mission of this university than others. Dr. Isakson was
comfortable with the idea of possibly amending the motion to
suggest focus on various components. He applauds doing that but
has not yet done it.
The motion could be amended if you have
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language that would maintain the cap but suggest that
administrators focus their attention on particular enterprises
as being ones that are least relevant to the mission of this
university.
Senator Soneson, as the member of the Senate that made the
motion to accept this resolution, asked which of the Auxiliary
programs Senator Smith would suggest be the particular subjects
of discussion?
Senator O'Kane replied that he's looking at it more from the
point of view that some of these activities do seem more
consistent with the mission of the university than others. We
need residence halls, and Gallagher-Bluedorn is part of a
university environment as artistic expression. He would target
mostly athletics.
Senator Smith stated that he supports that, and that our major
focus should be on athletics for several reasons.
First, it is
the largest deficit; second it is the least academic in its
content; and third, it serves directly to one of the smallest
subsets of students. We're putting a lot of money into
something that benefits relatively few students and that should
be considered very carefully.
Senator Funderburk noted that athletics is the enterprise who's
line is going up most radically in terms of increased funding
support while the others tend to be fairly stagnant across the
same period of time.
Discussion followed with Senator Soneson stating that he would
like to amend his motion, with the cap of 3% of the General
Education Fund applying to all auxiliary programs with
particular focus on intercollegiate athletic program.
Senator
Funderburk, who made the original second, accepted that as a
friendly amendment.
Chair Wurtz, read the amended motion for the Senate: "Therefore,
University Faculty Senate resolves that the allocation of
General Education Funds to Auxiliary Enterprise operations at
UNI be limited to no more than three percent of the General
Education Fund, with particular focus on reducing the deficit
due to intercollegiate athletics, and that the savings generated
by cutting Auxiliary Enterprise spending be used to maintain the
academic integrity of the university."
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Senator Funderburk asked if there is anyone present who can
comment on the reason or intended goal of the increased spending
in athletics over that period was?
Tom Schellhardt, UNI Vice President for Administration &
Financial Services, responded that Troy Dannen, UNI's Athletic
Director, is planning on addressing the Senate at the March 23 rd
meeting. 'There are several reasons for this increased spending.
The first is, as with any Auxiliary Enterprise operation or
organization, there are organizational changes that occur.
Previously, UNI's Sports Information budget was within Public
Relations and when he arrived at UNI he asked that all of
athletics be together and Sports Information was moved into the
athletic budget, thus increasing the General Fund budget that
was allocated to athletics.
Secondly, Mr. Schellhardt noted, when scholarships increase by
the amount of tuition increase, and there were some years where
there were double-digit increases, that increase in expenditures
also increases significantly.
Around 20002 when the university was looking at funding for
diversity scholarships, some of the set-aside money was placed
there.
The decision was made by the president that we would
look at talent, whether that talent be music or whatever.
If
that particular student needed aid, we would provide that and
athletics was built into that equation. That is another reason
why that allocation to athletics increased.
Other than those three examples, the General Fund budget that
was allocated to Athletics as well as the other Auxiliary
Enterprises, and was approved by the Board of Regents (BOR) and
the university only increased for salaries. Another thing that
happened in Auxiliaries in 1997, noted Mr. Schellhardt, is that
UNI didn't have the Gallagher-Bluedorn Performing Arts Center
(GBPAC) .
Senator O'Kane asked about the activities that are currently in
athletics that were in Public Relations, did funding for those
activities come out of the General Funds?
Mr. Schellhardt responded that they did.
Senator Soneson commented that it is clearly understandable why
there was an increase in funds that went to the Athletic budget
due to the fact that tuition increased. What some senators
worry about is that the increased funds that came from the
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General Education budget into the Athletic budget was actually
taken from scholarships that could have gone to academic
students and given to student athletes, and that is
understandable.
The question is ought we do that or should we
scale back on that? He's thinking in particular about UNI's
Presidential Scholars Programs. This was a unique and wonderful
program that UNI offered, one of the few opportunities to offer
academics scholarships where fifteen students a year would get
full tuition, full room and board, books and so on just like
athletes. As the budget problems developed the money that the
Presidential Scholars were receiving went down considerably to
the point where they only got $7,000 a year which just about
covers tuition but not room and board or anything else.
These
students are suffering relative to the athletes. The question
is where should we put our money? Should the bulk of it go to
athletics, or should it go to support the academic programs at
UNI?
Senator Funderburk added that not only the Presidential Scholars
but also other scholarships on campus such, as Music, did not
increase their funding.
It wasn't a decision that just affected
Presidential Scholars. He's curious to know what the
anticipated gain was? He does understands the idea of the
diversity monies, which makes sense.
Senator East asked if what Senator Soneson said was that money
was taken away from here and placed over here? Is there
evidence of that? One going down and one going up is different
than money was taken from here and placed here.
Senator Soneson responded that he's not aware that there is
direct evidence that the Presidential Scholar's were the target,
or the Music program but in point of fact, in the years where
our scholarships for academic and performance students were
going down the athletic scholarships were going up.
It's not
"taking from Peter to give to Paul" but there is a redistribution of scholarship funds that went on that we can see.
Dr. Terry Hogan, Vice President for Student Affairs, stated that
the amount of funds that this institution distributes annually
to support scholarships totals about $15 million.
The two
amounts that are being talked about here, the amount that goes
to support athletics and the amount that goes to support Honors
combined is less than $2 million.
There is some variation
within that group. Graduate scholarships for each of his first
two years here at UNI have gone up approximately the rate of
tuition and they have been sustained. Athletics scholarships
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last year were reduced by 3%. At the time that graduate
scholarships increased the university added $100,000 to the
Honors Program.
The amount of money that goes to the colleges
to distribute for college-based merit scholarships was not
reduced during that same period time when athletics was. What
hasn't been talked about at all that is strategically critical
to us is need-based aid. And what the Enrollment Council, which
includes faculty, staff and students, has suggested is that as a
strategic direction we really need to be aggregating more funds
for need-based aid.
With the Honors Program, Dr. Hogan continued, one of the ways
that you judge the effectiveness of an offer is the acceptance
rate.
The acceptance rate of students who take a Presidential
Scholarship, even though they may have other offers, is very,
very high and would suggest that we certainly could give them
more money but it isn't essential to attract that quality of
talent.
Mr. Schellhardt added that the diversity differential pays the
difference between in-state and out-of-state tuition, and that
did go up for a period of years.
Last year the scholarships for
athletics went down by $80,000.
In 2010 they will go down by
another $40,000. As tuition and set-aside goes up the
scholarship support for athletics goes down.
He also noted that
this is a very good discussion and he appreciates the
opportunity to share with the Senate.
Senator Soneson noted a second concern he has, and one that is
really never talked about, as it is sensitive.
It is the fact
that several coaches on campus are getting paid a little bit
more than faculty.
One wonders what's more important?
Senator Basom stated that this resolution is about percentages
and the percentage of money that is going to pay for "what", and
if we've gone from 3% to 6% of General Education funds going to
these Auxiliary Enterprises over the last several years it
indicates that they are valued.
It's a question of what do you
value, and what choices are you making because we're talking
percentages.
If we think one area is valued more you going to
slowly put more money in it over the years so they are valuing
this more, we have valued it more whether we've have chosen to
do it consciously or unconsciously, it is of greater value than
some other areas such as academics.
The question she would ask
is, what are we valuing? Everyone's costs have gone up in every
single unit on campus. With all of the costs going up, they're
going up by what percentage, and what we decide to pay for
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reflects what it is we value. And what is it our students value
because ultimately our students are paying for all this? Do
students think that it's a real value for their money to be
putting all this money into athletics, including coach's
salaries?
Senator Smith stated that he's always been impressed by UNI's
athletic program, by the success of our teams, the academic
commitment to the performance of our student athletes, and has
always felt that UNI is a model program in some respects.
He
believes that over the past century intercollegiate athletics
has become something quite different from what was originally
intended. What started as a means of developing well-rounded,
physically fit students has become in some cases training
programs for professional sports. Relatively small scale,
inexpensive programs have become multi-million dollar
enterprises that earn substantial profits at a few universities
but creates significant losses and drains on academic resources
at most others, including UNI, where as you know, Fiscal Year
'08 our Athletic Department deficit exceeded $5.5 million. What
began as an added attraction for students making college choices
became a primary factor in college selection decisions of many
high school graduates, few of who will ever play professional
sports.
He knows this because an assignment that he has in a
class he teaches where he asks students to analyze the thinking
of this stage from their past and many students report going to
this community college or that other school, basically because
they received an athletic scholarship and then they regretted it
because they finally realized that college is about getting an
education, it's not about continuing the glory days of your high
school athletic career.
Intercollegiate athletics has become a
significant drain on the resources of the public through its
taxes made available for higher education.
It is also a
significant demand on the time and attention of student
athletics.
In the past we as an institution, a state, and a
society may have been able to afford these expenditures of
financial and human resources of intercollegiate athletics but
he doesn't think that is any longer the case.
The recent
financial meltdown that has shredded the value of stocks, homes
and most other assets, along with the recessionary economy that
has followed in its wake signals the start of a major
readjustment in the United States, one that will affect us
negatively for at least a decade, if not longer.
Basically we
need to face up to the fact of our massive indebtedness as
individuals and as a society. Given that indebtedness we need
to reconsider our priorities, to roll up our sleeves and get
back to work as President Obama suggested in his inaugural
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address, the party is over.
Some of our recreational activities
and game playing must give way to more serious and productive
pursuits.
In a society in which funding for higher education,
other public goods, seriously constrained by an "it's your
money" mentality that favors individual consumption over
collective well-being, we must insist that public funding of
higher education be used for it's intended purpose, to produce
thoughtful, well educated graduates who will lead productive
lives and responsibly discharge their duties as citizens of
democracy. We also need to let our young people know that
college isn't a continuation of their glory days as high school
athletes.
It is much more serious than that and they need to
put sports into it's proper place.
It isn't that
intercollegiate athletics is bad or of no value, rather, it's
that we can no longer afford to allocate so many financial and
human resources to this endeavor when other more important ones
are so strained for resources. As he stated earlier, he's
always been proud of UNI's athletes, its teams and its overall
athletic program but he would be even more proud if President
Allen were to announce that this institution was discontinuing
its entire program of intercollegiate athletics so that we could
focus more fully on our true mission, which is educating people.
UNI can and should be a leader, not in college athletics but in
letting the rest of Iowa and the United States know what higher
education is really all about.
The Senate responded with a resounding round of applause.
Senator Van Wormer remarked that she never thought she'd agree
with Senate Smith but she does, and thought that was a terrific
statement.
Faculty Chair Swan noted that he has received this question from
many faculty, that facts can be represented differently, and
asked for an explanation and elaboration of Figure 3,
Intercollegiate Athletics, GBPAC, Maucker Union, and Wellness
and Recreation Center General Education Fund Subsidies (2000
through 2006) in Dr. Isakson's documentation.
This is the chart
that seems to be so alarming to many faculty.
In this chart the
top line represents athletics with the lower lines representing
the other auxiliary enterprises, which drives many of the
feelings that faculty are experiencing.
Perhaps Mr. Schellhardt
or Dr. Hogan could respond and might be able represent this
spending over the years differently
Mr. Schellhardt responded, noting that athletics is impacted by
tuition.
When tuition increases scholarship costs also
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increase.
Scholarships are part of the expenditures for
athletics, so it will increase about the same as tuition. On
the other side there are salaries, individuals that are funded
with dollars that are budgeted, appropriated and approved by the
BOR and that is really just salary increases, going up the same
percentages for merit and professionals as the increases for
those classifications in the university.
There has never been a
time when salary increases for athletics has been any higher
than what faculty, P&S, and merit receive.
That goes for the
general fund budget of athletics; scholarships and whatever has
been funded for the support of athletics, which has been salary
increases for the most part.
Faculty Chair Swan noted that that sounds like it addresses the
issue of deficit, but these are budgeted amounts.
How is what
appears to be a great rise on that chart accounted for? The
movement here is to bring that down but what it sounds like Mr.
Schellhardt is saying is that it's not really a rise but a
matter of representation.
Mr. Schellhardt replied that in looking at the whole university,
you would see the same increase.
It's just that in this figure,
athletic supports the scholarships for its athletics, and also
supports expenditures that are funded and budgeted from state
appropriations.
If there is a deficit in athletics at the end
of the fiscal year, it's not funded from the General Education
fund.
If for example, this year the deficit is $5.3 million,
and is funding by whatever reserve they, the Athletic
Department, may have in the foundation but it is not General
Education fund money.
Dr. Hogan added, asking the Senate to keep in mind that when
talking about funding scholarships within the Athletic
Department those funds come back to the university as income.
Those scholarship dollars given out are recouped and allocated
other places.
Faculty Chair Swan referred back to Figure 3, noting that if
this motion to limit allocations from the General Education
funds to Auxiliary Enterprise operations were to pass and
implemented, faculty believe this would bring the Athletic line
down.
Is that what would happen if this motion passes and is
implemented?
Mr. Schellhardt responded that right now the General Education
fund is about $5.3 million, which is for scholarships and
allocations to the Athletic program. He noted that UNI is
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dropping baseball because the amount of money Intercollegiate
Athletics is reducing from their General Education fund budget
is between $500,000 - $600,000, and that line on Figure 3 will
be going down anyway.
He noted that Troy Dannen, UNI's Athletic
Director, will be speaking with the Senate at the March 23rct
meeting and will be able to answer a lot of the Senate's
questions then.
Senator Soneson commented on Figure 3, this being the graph
showing the percentage of money coming out of the General
Education fund.
The top line going up is the Intercollegiate
Athletic line where as the other lines representing the GBPAC,
Maucker Union and Wellness and Recreation go across, not up.
The concern is that more and more, a larger and larger part of
the General Education budget that goes to the Auxiliary programs
is going to Athletics, by the fact that the line is going up.
And it's a much higher curve than the other.
Faculty Chair Swan responded that Mr. Schellhardt had said that
if this motion passed and the administration executed it that
line would come down.
Senator Smith added that that line also goes up when new coaches
are hired and we have to pay market rates, which are several
hundred thousand dollars. As Mr. Schellhardt mentioned, the
cost of salaries in the Athletic Department wasn't going up
faster than it was elsewhere in the university. But that
doesn't take into account turnovers where you have a coach
making $150,000, he leaves and the new coach is hired at
$300,000.
That is a huge increase in compensation.
In talking with Dr. Isakson about this, Senator Smith continued,
he raised the point that in many states Auxiliary Enterprises
are required to break even, funding themselves.
The University
of Iowa is not that far from funding themselves, nor is Iowa
State. UNI's Auxiliary Enterprises get funding at about 50%
from the General Education fund, which is excessive and a huge
drain for us.
Senator Lowell stated that one thing that has always puzzled her
is that there are people hired by UNI to do special academic
advising for athletics, and they have their own special
department and people. Why is that, why don't they just take
advantage of UNI's regular advising services? Where does the
money come from to pay for those athletic advisors that serve
just 400 and some student athletes?
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Interim Provost Lubker responded that there is one academic
advisor for UNI's athletes, Jennifer Sell, and she paid partly
from Mr. Schellhardt's budget and the Provost's.
She works in
Academic Advising and advises 405 student athletes.
Senator Lowell continued, asking what is the proportion of
advisors to advisees in the university as a whole?
Interim Provost Lubker replied that typically it should be
around 300 advisees to an advisor within Academic Advising.
Some are higher and some are lower; Jennifer Sell is probably
higher than that.
Mr. Schellhardt added that that is a very good question, and
noted that there are also NCAA regulations that come into play.
There are probably a few more demands on an academic advisor of
student athletes because of the NCAA as well as Missouri Valley
Conference regulations.
Mr. Schellhardt continued, noting that since he's been at UNI he
can't remember a time when UNI's paid a new coach a lot more
than the coach who left.
Coach Greg McDerrmott, basketball, was
very successful and we wanted to increase his salary to make him
competitive with the Missouri Valley Conference. They
identified individuals in the community who could support that
increase, the Inner Circle.
Right now UNI's basketball coach is
the lowest paid in the Big 10 at about $164,000. When he was
hired the current basketball coach's salary was lower than Coach
McDerrmott's.
Even with the women's basketball coach, when Tony
Dicecco left he was making approximately $110,000 and the new
coach is making a little over $80,000.
Senator Funderburk returned to the subject of scholarships,
noting they do increase tuition but it still shows as a special
consideration going there, being stated as if it had to be done,
that we had to increase the funding because of those
scholarships. That's not what's been done any place else on
campus, everyone else's scholarship amounts have been rolled
back offering fewer scholarships or whatever. A decision has
been made to allow that to continue.
In fact, the chart that we
have shows the overall support for scholarships and fellowships
stayed flat or were reduced at the time funding into the
Athletic Department was going up.
It seems fairly clear that a
decision was made to support that level of scholarships and
there are reasons to question if that's in the best interest
overall of the institution. What he had hoped to hear was that
there was some grand plan that by pumping money in there we
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would recoup or gain something so that in ten years or so they'd
be self-sufficient. That's not what he's hearing at the moment.
What it sounds like is we're doing this because we have to keep
doing it, and it's just costing us more and more money, and
that's troubling to him.
Senator Smith commented to Mr. Schellhardt's point that he
agrees that if you're going to be in the game you have to pay
the going rate, you have to pay for your coaches.
That is why
he proposed the motion to cut transportation costs.
If you're
going to have a team you have to be able to transport them, and
whatever else is required.
His quarrel is basically that he
doesn't think we should be in the game given all the priorities
we have, given the limited resources, he just can't see how we
can justify doing this given the situation we're facing not just
as an institution but as a society.
Senator Van Wormer noted that since UNI's baseball team has been
discontinued will that mean that this motion will have any
impact? That money will be added into the budget, which will
look like it's going down.
Senator Soneson commented that part of what's at stake in the
motion is putting on a percentage cap so as the whole budget
increases the Auxiliary budget can go up as well, only in
relationship to the safe percentage of 3%.
Senator Van Wormer responded that it seems to her that it will
go down.
Senator Soneson replied that if this motion were to pass then
yes, the overall budget would go down.
His guess is that it
couldn't go down from 6% of the General Education fund to 3% in
one year, it will probably need to be phased in over a period of
time, say five years which seems reasonable. As long as we got
there and stayed there that would be a healthy way to look at
it.
Senator Basom remarked, returning to the question of priorities,
in looking at UNI's Mission Statement, it talks about
undergraduate education and teaching, and providing quality
education.
It seems to her that in these hard times we need to
be putting our resources into the academic side of the
university, indeed that's the only side that's mentioned in the
Mission Statement, and that we need to have academic integrity.
Our students will be facing competition in the job place, as
well as international competition.
Institutions around the
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world are not putting money into their sports teams.
She
believes we're the only nation in the world that funds
intercollegiate athletics and our students are competing with
students from European universities for a lot of jobs.
In
looking at what is needed in this country, the kinds of students
we need to be producing, every study will tell you our students
need to be proficient in math and science, and reading and
writing.
There is not a study that mentions intercollegiate
athletics. We need to bring out budget in line with our values.
Senator East stated that he believes it pointless to have Troy
Dannen, UNI's Athletic Director, come speak to the Senate if the
Senate will be voting on this now.
He suggests that the Senate
either table this when the discussion is over and continue the
discussion at the next meeting, or we disinvite Mr. Dannen
because it seems pointless to have him give us facts and
figures, or whatever after we've made our decision.
Senator Funderburk added that he agrees with Senator East. We
don't necessarily have to eliminate sports.
There are plenty of
other ways of funding it and clearly the other two state
institutions run larger sports programs and require fewer
dollars from their General Education funds.
There is an issue
of how we're funding this so that the money that comes to us for
education goes to education.
If there were another way of
funding then by all means he'd love to see it continue.
Mr. Schellhardt stated that he wishes UNI was like Iowa and Iowa
State, and that we should talk with the NCA about this.
Iowa
doesn't need General Fund support because they have NCA revenue
coming in, as well as revenue from televised events.
Approximately a year and a half ago Dan Fulks, research
consultant for the NCAA and the director of the accounting
program at Transylvania University, who offers analysis of
Divisions I, II and III revenue and expenses visited UNI because
of concerns about whether we were in the "ball park", were we
spending too much money, spending too much General Fund money,
how were our peers doing and those universities who offer IAA
football and are a part of Division I. We receive General Fund
support that is on average with our peers as well as those
universities that offer Division IAA football.
We generate 50%
of our revenue from ticket sales and marketing, and 50% comes
from scholarship support and General Fund support.
Of the other
Missouri Valley Conference schools, on average, 27% is raised
through ticket sales, marketing and 73% on average is raised
from either student fees or from the general operating budget.
His point is that we aren't like Iowa and Iowa State. He wishes
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we were.
Iowa State still gets General Fund support from their
university.
In comparing us with our peers in the Missouri
Valley Conference as well as peers offering Division IAA sports,
we're not out of line at all. And this would be what Mr. Fulks
would share with us, especially pertaining to scholarship.
Senator Soneson responded that that may very well be the case,
that we are in line with our peer institutions, but the question
is, ought we stay there? Should we continue to invest in
athletics in this way? Is there a way for us to find funding
for athletics that would be outside of the General Education
budget all together? Maybe there could a direct line from the
Iowa legislature, they may be willing to support athletics. Or
maybe we could obtain a number of wonderful grants to support
it.
But the question now, in the midst of this fiscal crisis,
is it worth it for us as an academic institution to continue to
put this kind of money from our General Education budget into
athletics?
Senator Funderburk commented on the peer institution idea, that
somebody made the decision that we're going to have football and
compare us with people who have football at the level. The
state compares us to what they consider to be similar
institutions and he suspects that most of those institutions
wouldn't have those football things.
It makes us look much
different because we're spending far more on that than the ones
that the BOR says are our peer institutions.
Should we decide
to use those same groups to compare athletics he would like to
compare our state support and everything else because that's
also going to be a radically different profile. We're trying to
look at the ones that the BOR says are our peers as opposed to
ones that we've decided are going to be the peers so that we
look better.
Senator Balong remarked that this is her first year
Senate and had heard that the UNI Athletic Director
speak with the Senate last year.
She wants to make
the co~rtesy to come and speak again this year, and
she wants to table this resolution.

on the
came to
sure he has
if he does

Senator Weisenberger reiterated Senate Balong's comment, that
the Senate should table this resolution so that the Senate could
hear from UNI's Athletic Director.
Senator Schumacher-Douglas noted that one of the questions that
came up through this discussion was what would UNI look like if
we go with this resolution.
It would be interesting for someone
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to play with that and see what we'd look like in five years, or
three years, should this be passed.
Then the Senate would have
a better idea and may even say that that's not the way we want
to look.
Chair Wurtz added in support of the idea of tabling this
resolution, this is not something that's imminent, that's going
to make a difference right now.
We do have time to act with
reason.
She hears the difference in the tone of discussion from
our last session to this session which indicates that we're
realizing the complexity and the long - term ratifications, and
that this is something that can't be responded to with immediate
gut - level action.
If we've seen this much change in two weeks
she thinks we perhaps need to wait and see what comes in another
two weeks.
In support of delaying a decision she is saying that
there has been a change in tone, not a change in direction,
intent or priorities, but a change in tone that supports the
"wait and listen to the man," we still have time.
Senator Funderburk agreed with waiting until the Senate hears
from Mr. Dannen, that it will be good to hear what he has to
say. At the presentation last spring facts came out that he
would like to hear in relation to this year and that those are
the things that we need to question, can we afford to be doing
those things? In the School of Music, which is the second
highest scholarship-granting group on campus behind athletics,
they have one student that mi$ht receive comparable scholarship
support out of the hundreds they have.
In President Allen's
address to the BOR he specifically said that he would be looking
at reductions in auxiliaries as one possibility.
Senator Basom responded to the comment as to how we would look
different if this resolution was passed, noting that she would
also like to hear what we would gain on the other side because
that money would go back in the academic budget for academic
scholarships and programs. Which academic scholarships might be
fully funded, which programs might be saved with additional
funding if this went through? Something would be lost but
something would be gained also, and we need to see the whole
picture.
Faculty Chair Swan remarked that the motion has been changed so
it much more directly affects the one area of Auxiliary
Enterprises, and that is the one area that we would have someone
talk to us about.
The motion is no longer to do whatever you
want to achieve 3%; it is to achieve 3% in this by reducing this
enterprise, which is of great interest to this person that will
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be speaking with us.
before we vote.

We might want to hear from that enterprise

Senator Smith moved to table Docketed Item #885 Resolution
Regarding Funding of Auxiliary Enterprise Operations at UNI;
second by Senator O'Kane. Motion passed.

OTHER DISCUSSION

Interim Provost Lubker stated that he is asking the Senate's
advice and counsel on a matter. UNI got its budget reduction
around noon Thursday, March 5, which is $3,800,000 for Academic
Affairs.
He spent the rest of that afternoon working on that
and then spent Friday with the people that that reduction would
impact.
It's workable, very workable, and something we can deal
with this.
Prior to those discussions, and in the process of
those discussions, several things were talked about that would
allow us to reduce our expenses and save some money without
doing damage, we hope, to any particular area.
The first proposal, Interim Provost Lubker noted, was suggested
by Chris Edginton, Director, HPELS, to change the Wellness
lecture from 2 credit hours to 3 credit hours, and eliminate the
activity sections. This is a give and take but eliminating the
activity sections would save a good deal of money. And they
could then turn the activity sections into electives so students
could take these if they wanted.
The second proposal was one that we've had in place before which
worked, and would save us about 20-30 sections of a particular
course every year. This was suggested by the English Department
Head, Jeff Copeland, and is to waive the writing requirement for
incoming students with an ACT score of 25 or above.
He asked
Associate Provost Kopper to make both of those proposals to the
Liberal Arts Core Committee (LACC) and prior to this meeting he
learned that they had both been rejected totally.
The writing
requirement would save us around $150,000 a year.
He thought
the Wellness change was a "no brainer" but he's at loose ends
now as the LACC has refused to give permission and he is asking
for suggestions. He believes he could override the LACC but
he's not sure he should.
Senator Smith commented that on the writing requirement he does
think we will loose quality of writing, and believes our
students need it and that the existing requirement should be
restructured.
He believes that every student that comes through
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here should take a writing course, which could be a writing
intensive course in something else but they should take
something.
On the HPELS side, if you want to do something to
save money there, drop the whole course.
Chris Edginton won't
suggest that but the part that he's proposing to expand is the
part that the students hate the most and that is of least
valuable to students.
Personally he wouldn't propose to drop
the course because he thinks it should be replaced with
something else but there aren't the funds available right now.
If we want to save money in the short term, drop the whole
Personal Wellness course.
Interim Provost Lubker noted that the only reason he didn't go
that way hard was because of the time involved, and he was being
a "bean counter." There are only four or five sections of the
large Wellness course and there are about 250 students in each
one, and he wouldn't be saving any money there.
However, he
might enjoy the argument about the validity and whether we need
them.
If he's going to do something he has to do it by
Wednesday, as that is when the catalog goes in.
Senator Balong noted that Interim Provost Lubker gave an
estimate as to how much the change in the writing program would
save; how much might the change in the Wellness course save?
Interim Provost Lubker replied that the only one he can give a
firm estimate on is the writing course, as it costs about $5,000
including fringe benefits to teach a course with an adjunct.
We
would save between 20 and 30 sections of the writing course
every year.
Senator O'Kane seconded Senator Smith in that students in
general don't write very well. However, on the other hand, he
doesn't know about having a 25 on the ACT, maybe those students
can write well. What would lend support to the argument that
having a 25 or higher on the ACT would make them good writers?
Interim Provost Lubker responded that we ran this for a year or
two a couple of years ago with that cut off score.
It seemed to
show that those kids did have more skills than the others. He
would totally support what Senator Smith said and would suggest
that the kids that were at 25 would need to take some kind of
writing intensive course before they graduate.
Senator O'Kane added that when he began college he was able to
get out of that course by simply submitting a writing sample,
under supervision and limited time.
Is that a possibility?
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Interim Provost Lubker replied that it's certainly a
possibility. He doesn't know how easy it is to implement.
The
newer ACT scores have a writing component and that might be
something that could be used.
Senator Basom commented that she represents the Faculty Senate
on the LACC. There were a flurry of emails late morning today
on this but the consensus of the LACC was that they had no time
to think about this and as they just found out about it this
morning the reason for the "no" vote was not that they were
unanimously opposed to discussing any of these changes but that
that the timeline was too short and there was a feeling that it
was being rushed through and they were being asked to make an
academic decision in a very short amount of time. With some
time and deliberation they might come to a decision, but there
were comparisons to other budgets decisions that were made very
rapidly at the federal level that did not work out as everyone
had anticipated. Maybe students don't all need this writing
course, maybe a writing intensive course. As for Personal
Wellness, why go from 2 to 3 credits? Why not keep it at 2
credits and save even more money? Why add a credit hour to a
course students already hate and say they don't need and want?
Students would rather not have the course at all and she would
say keep the activities and ditch the course.
Interim Provost Lubker stated he appreciates the desire to have
more time to have a discussion about this and he fully
understands our propensity to want to discuss things at great
length.
This is a situation where he just didn't the time.
Senator Basom responded that the consensus was that they were
being asked to make an academic decision and the consensus was
they wanted to have time to discuss it.
Senator Van Wormer commented that is sounds like there might be
some hope for that committee after all.
She was going to ask if
the Senate needed to make a motion.
She noted that she thought
both suggestions were terrific
Interim Provost Lubker replied that he was just asking for
advice for what he should do.
Senator Mvuyekure, Senate representative from the English
Language and Literature, stated that as Interim Provost Lubker
noted, they had that experiment for two years with those scoring
25 and above on their ACT being re-directed to Introduction to
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Literature with Intensive Writing. That seemed to work.
If
that were to be the case, those scoring 25 and above, would be
re - directed to sections of Introduction to Literature with
emphasis on writing because those students did seem to be more
advanced in terms of their writing and research skills.
Senator Balong asked if the 25 was on the composite ACT score or
the writing component?
Interim Provost Lubker replied that it was on the writing
component.
Senator Balong said that makes a difference because a student
could get a 25 on their composite score and still score pretty
low on the writing portion.
Senator Soneson commented that ACT scores are not always a great
predictor of good writing, because good writing is more than
grammar. He's taught honors classes and presidential scholars
classes and most of our students need help. There is a
difference between students that are really bad writers and
those that are pretty good. He thinks those that are pretty
good could probably take a writing intensive class without much
trouble, and we already have some of those classes set up and
maybe we could set more up so we could "kill two birds with one
stone"; a LAC content course with a writing course.
Interim Provost Lubker interjected that we can do that right
now.
Senator Soneson continued that that would seem to make sense.
It will be Interim Provost Lubker's decision, an academic
decision made very quickly. What he is doing right now is
seeking advice.
If the Wellness course is being considered,
he's probably looking in the right place. He's hesitant to say
anything but in terms of the LAC, is this the best place for us
to spend money, given that UNI has a wonderful Wellness Center
where students can do all sorts of physical activities on their
own?
Ken Baughman, Assistant Professor, Department of English
Language and Literature, representing the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts on the LACC, suggested simply to take more time.
The course schedule is due to the UNI Registrar's Office on
Wednesday and they will take some time to put things together.
He's not sure when it goes to press but advanced registration
for fall won't begin until about the second week of April.
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Almost all of the students that would be taking courses to
satisfy LAC Category I, which includes the writing course, oral
communication, the math and wellness courses won't be here until
the summer to register.
He can imagine there might be some
awkwardness in not having the final listing of all sections, or
an absence of sections, in the printed schedule of classes but
he would like to suggest whatever awkwardness there is to that
is inconspicuous next to faculty not being permitted a full
opportunity to weigh in on this.
He also suggested the
possibility of a range of options and the educational
implications of the options that are being considered.
Chair Wurtz remarked that awkwardness may be the new normal for
us.
Interim Provost Lubker thanked the Senate, noting that he
appreciated their comments.

ADJOURNMENT

Motion by Senator Soneson to adjourn; second by Senator
Funderburk. Motion passed.

The meeting was adjourned at 4:37 P.M.

Respectfully submitted,
Dena Snowden
Faculty Senate Secretary

